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Federal prosecutors are urging a judge to dismiss indictments
against a dozen former KPMG LLP executives on charges they sold
illegal tax shelters, the latest twist in what the government has billed as the biggest criminal-tax
case in U.S. history.
The government’s case has fared poorly since indictments were handed up in the fall of 2005, after
a years-long investigation into sales of tax shelters that cost the government billions of dollars in
lost tax revenue.
REVERSAL OF FORTUNE?
¯ The Motion: Prosecutors want charges
dismissed against a dozen of the 18 defendants in
the KPMG tax-shelter case.
¯ The Backdrop: The move comes after a ruling
last year that the government violated the rights of
the defendants during its investigation.
¯ What’s Next: The motion could mean the 12 will
never be tried. But if the judge dismisses the
charges against them, the door could then open for
an appeal on his initial ruling.

Last year, U.S. District Judge Lewis A. Kaplan ruled
that the government had overreached in its
investigation, violating the defendants’ constitutional
rights to counsel and due process. He also slammed
prosecutors for acting improperly.
Judge Kaplan has since tried, but failed, to find a way
to fix the constitutional violation without dismissing
the indictments. In response to a recent suggestion for
the government and defense attorneys to suggest

further remedies, prosecutors argued in a filing late Friday in federal court in Manhattan that the
judge’s decision showed that there is a fundamental flaw in the proceedings and that he must
dismiss the indictments. The upshot is that 12 of the 18 defendants may now never stand trial,
including the accounting giant’s former vice chairman.
"They’re just giving up on everything," said David Spears, attorney for Jeffrey Stein, the former
KPMG vice chairman who is the highest-ranking firm executive charged in the case. "It’s just
stunning and very ungovernment-like."
Some legal experts said the move actually was aimed at allowing prosecutors to appeal last year’s
ruling by Judge Kaplan, a tactic that may let the government resume its case against all of the
defendants. "It seems they are challenging the judge," said Steven Peikin, a former federal
prosecutor who is now a defense attorney at Sullivan & Cromwell LLP. "I don’t see the
government going down easy."
http://online.wsj.com/article_print/SB 118272788892446517.html
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Judge Kaplan’s 2006 ruling turned on the matter of legal fees for the defendants. He ruled that
prosecutors can’t pressure companies to stop paying legal bills for indicted employees, and that
such pressure is a violation of due-process rights.
After the ruling, the Justice Department repudiated a policy which had called for prosecutors to
consider a company’s willingness to stop paying legal fees for executives under investigation as a
sign of cooperation that could help the organization avoid charges. Because the original ruling
didn’t prescribe a remedy, legal experts said, it wasn’t appealable.
On Friday, consequently, prosecutors recommended that Judge Kaplan dismiss indictments
against 12 of 18 defendants currently slated to stand trial in September on charges they sold and
marketed tax shelters that created sham investments designed to generate paper losses so wealthy
individuals could evade taxes. Prosecutors said the remaining six defendants shouldn’t be affected
by such a decision because they weren’t involved in the wrangle over the payment of legal fees.
The defendants all have pleaded not guilty.
A dismissal of the indictments based on the earlier ruling could constitute an action that would
give the government grounds to appeal that groundbreaking decision. "I think it makes a lot of
tactical sense," said Stephen Gillers, a New York University law school professor who has
followed the case. "This gives the government an opportunity for immediate review" by the
appeals court.
An appellate decision overtuming Judge Kaplan’s finding of a violation of the KPMG defendants’
constitutional rights would let prosecutors continue with the criminal case against all 18
defendants without having to worry that a conviction could be overturned later on appeal because
of the question of constitutional violations.
In arguing for a dismissal of some of the indictments of former KPMG executives, prosecutors are
echoing advice recently given to Judge Kaplan by an appeals court. That court suggested that
Judge Kaplan could dismiss the indictments as it quashed a plan by the judge aimed at remedying
the constitutional violations by allowing the defendants to sue KPMG for their legal fees.
The next move is up to Judge Kaplan. He has scheduled a July 2 hearing to hear arguments on
how to proceed in the criminal case. A decision regarding the government’s argument, as well as
motions to dismiss the indictments from the defendants, could be issued sometime this summer.
Write to David Reilly at david.reilly@wsj.com1 and Paul Davies at paul.davies@wsj.com2
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OPINION

A Tale of Two Prosecutors
By Dorothy Rabinowitz
his week the Duke-Nifong drama
oozed to its finale, with a payout to the
victims, a confidentiality agreement,
the usual salutes to the heal.ing process, and plans on the part of theprincipals to begin putting the case behind them.
Missing fromthese declamations was the core reality t hat had brought t his day to pass. No one expected participants in this peace-and-resolution
ceremony to find a moment to recall the rightful
fury and amazement this case engendered across
the nation and outside of it--but such a moment
would not have been out of place.
The storyaboutthe Duke athletes andDistrict
Attorney Nifong was not simply a riveting
drama. It was in its searing way an educational
event, not just about prosecutorial ambition nm
amok, but about a university world--reflective
of many others--where faculty ideologues pursued their agendas unchecked and unabashed.
Here was a nearly successful legal lynching, applauded by a significant chunk of the Duke faculty, proud to display their indifference to questions of guilt or innocence.

T

A disgraced Mike Nifong has
been removed from office. If
only some penalty
could be expected
for Patrick Fitzgerald.
Duke President Richard Brodhead was doubtless disturbed by tile charges and the plight of the
accused athletes. But that didn’t prevent him
from firingt he lacrosse coach, in deference to the
reigning hysteria--or treating the team members
as though they merited shtmning. For the most
part, he kept his head down while the fires raged
around him. His was, it should be said, not unusual behavior. The great consuming career goal
of our college and university presidents--with
the exception of oddities like Harvard’s Larry
Summers--has for more than two decades been
the same: to avoid any word or deed that nfight
incur the wrath of their gender- and race-obsessed faculties and allied campus activists. University presidents once had higher ambitions.
It was a noteworthy week on the justice front.
Even as Mr. Nifong was facing ethics hearings in
North Carolina, Scooter Libby’s attorneys came
beforetrial Judge Reggie Walton, in Washington,
to plead for a delay in the beginning of the
30-month sentence the judge had handed down.
Special prosecutor Patrick Fit zgerald’s project--

the construction of a mhjor case of obstruction of
justice out of a perjury rap against Mr. Libby"
had come to a satisfactory conclusion.
For Mr. Fitzgerald, whose prosecutorial zeal
and moral certitude are in no small way reminiscent of Mr. Nifong’s, the victory was complete
with those two final judgments: the severe sentence for Mr. Libby, and the judge’s refusal, last
week, to allow its postponement pending appeal.
The prosecutor’s argument for a heavy sentence
emphasized Mr. Libby’s alleged serious obstruction of justice--a complicated effort, considering that there was no underlying crime, or evidence thereof, and that this case, which had begun in alleged pursuit of the leak of a covert
agent’s identity was, as the prosecutor himself
would finally contend, not about that leak at all.
Just what serious obstruction of justice Mr.
Libby could have been guilty of, then, was, at the
least, a heady question, though not one, clearly,
that raised any doubts in the judge. Neither did
Mr. Fitzgerald’s charge--also in pursuit of a
heavy sentence--that the defendant had caused,
by his obstruction, no end of trouble and expense
in government effort.
The obligation to truth, the prosecutor argued,
was of the highest importance, and one in which
Mr. Libby had failed by perjuring himself. It would
be hard to dispute the first contention. It is no less
hard to avoid the memory of Mr. Fitzgerald’s own
dubious relation to truth and honesty--as, for example, in his failure to disclose that he had known
all alongthe identity of the person who had leaked
the Valerie Plame story. That person, he knew, was
Richard Armitage, deputy to Colin Powell. Not
only had he concealed this knowledge--in what
was, supposedly all that time, a quest to discover
the criminals responsible for the leak of a covert
agent’s name--he had instructed both Mr. Armitage and his superior, Colin Poweil, in whom Mr.
Armitage had confided, not to reveal the truth.
Special prosecutor Fitzgerald did, of course,
have a duty to keep his investigation secret during grand jury proceedings, according to the
rules. He did not have the power to order witnesses at those proceedings not to disclose their
testimony or tell what they knew. Instead, Mr.
Fitzgerald requested Messrs. Armitage and Powell to keep quiet about the leaker’s identity--a request they understandably treated as an order.
Why the prosecutor sought this secrecy can be
no mystery--it was the way to keep the grand
jury proceedings going, on a fishing expedition,
that could yield witnesses who stumbled, or
were entrapped, into "obstruction~ or"lying" violations. It was its own testament to the nature of
this prosecution--and the prosecutor.
That prosecution was abetted by the draw of
Reggie Walton, a trial judge not disposed to sympathy for the defense. Still, even for a judge with

Out of control: Mike Nifong (left) and Patrick Fitzgerald.

a reputation for toughness and a predilection for
severe sentences, the court’s behavior was-there is no other word for it--strange.
There were bouts of regularly expressed irritation when it occurred to Judge Walton that his conduct of the trial was being challenged--as when
the defense, arguing for postponement of the sentence, cited the existence of grounds for a successful appeal. And Judge Walton was impelled, at frequent intervals, to hold forth on the need for the
man in the street to be persuaded t hat he receives
equal justice. Defense lawyers must do what they
must do, but .at a certain point it was obvious that
letters of support testifying to Mr. Libby’s service
to the country would avail nothing. Given a judge
enamored of the image ofh~s courtroom as an outpost in the class strnggle--a judge obviously determined that this government official had to be
sent to prison now--the outcome of this plea hearing was clear. It would have been the same, one understood, if Mr. Libby had been a Medal of Honor
winner in a wheelchair.
At one point the judge delivered an outraged
denunciation running to several paragraphs,
about a footnote to an amicus brief filed on behalf
of the defendant: One, he complained, inwhichthe
brief writers cited white collar cases. This indicated, the judge concluded, their indifference to
the principle that blue collar criminals were entitled to the same rights as white collar ones. The
writers had put the names of these white collar
cases out there, the fugue continued, "solely inthe
hope that it would cause me to feel pressured..."
Finally, the judge dismissed the amicus brief
filed by 12 distinguished law professors as "not
something I would expect from a first-year law
student." Nothing, however, quite equaled the
court’s flow of resentment toward the brief writers as his jeering observations about"these eminent academics" and how he trusted they might
be moved in the future to "to provide like assistance" for litigants around the nation who lacked
financial means.

The judge of course knew nothing about the
signers of the brief or their pro bono work, nor
did he have any need to, as he knew. A judge with
life tenure doesn’t have much to fear. Among the
signers of the brief dismissed as unworthy of a
fh’st-year law student was Alan Dershowitz,
more thanhalfofwhose cases are done pro bono.
As to the merits of the case for allowing Mr. Libby
to remain free pending appeal, Mr. Dershowitz, a
liberal Democrat, notesthat oneofthe other signers is Robert Bork: "I agree with Robert Bork on
nothing--but on this we’re of one mind."
Theprospects for Mr. Libby’s success inan appeal hinge on three points, two concerning the
court’s refusal to allow the defense to present eertah~ witnesses. The other potentially powerful issue relates to Mr. Fitzgerald. The Special Prosecutor was given, on his appointment (by his longtime friend, acting Attorney General James
Comey) a remarkable freedom from accountability to any higher authority or Justice Department standards. This unique freedom was made
explicit in his appointment letter. Such unparalleled lackof control, the appeal will argue, is a violation of the principle of checks and balances.
However it comes out, both the case mounted
against Mr. Libby, and the sentence delivered, have
plenty of parallels. It is familiar stuff--the fruits of
official power run amok in the name of principle
and virtue--and it’s an ugly harvest. Mr. Libby is another in the long line of Americans fated to face
show trials and absurdly long sentences--the sort
invariably required for meritless prosecutions.
There was at least one bright spot in the
events of the last week, specifically, Mr. Nifong’s
removal from office--a case, at long last, of a
prosecutor called to account. It will be some
while we can guess, before any suchwheeis of justice grind their way to the special prosecutors.
Ms. Rabinowitz, a mem ber of the Journal’s editorial board, won a Pulitzer Prize for commentary on prosecutorial abuse.

Congress’s Energy Follies
By J. Bennett Johnston
And Don Nickles
f the American people are suspicious of bold
pledges from Washington about energy independence and reform, they have good reason
to be. Since the first energy crisis almost 35 years
ago, our nation has had a very expensive education in such matters. Whether it was Presidei~t
Nixon’s Project Independence that called for the
elimination of foreign oil imports, or President
Carter’s mandate that 20% of all domestic energy
be supplied by solar technologies--both of which
were set to be achieved by 2000--projects have
come and gone to no avail.
Wishful thinking is again on full display this
week as Democrats and Republicans ~al~. e have assembled an ambitious energy policy agenda. Our
hope was that Congress would embrace past lessons’and forge pragmatic and workable solutions. But that hasn’t happened.
Here is a sampling of some of the most troublesome initiatives being considered:
¯ "Price-gouging" laws. Despite proponents’
arguments to the contrary, proposed laws would
create de facto price controls reminiscent of
those applied in 1970s and early 1980s that
caused supply disruptions, long waiting lines and
economic chaos across all industries. If the goal is
to lower gasoline prices, we cannot do so without
first addressing the cost of foreign crude oil or
the need to increase domestic refining capacity.
The current debate completely avoids these paramount issues instead focusing on punitive measures that will not add one new drop of gasoline or
decrease fuel prices. Refiners today are running at
near capacity, b.ut need to increase gasoline output
to meet increasing demand. So called "price gouging" laws would ensure the opposite effect. In fact,
the potential for price controls, in times of crisis or
normalcy, coupled with criminal penalties will simply discourage capital investment and place
planned refinery expansions in limbo.
¯ Mandates for alternative energy. Renewable energy portfolios are undoubtedly beneficial, but mandating, rather than providing
greater incentives for utilities .and industrial
customers to leverage opportunities for alterna:
tire resources, presents a least-optimal path to
progress. In contrast, establishing an incentivebased means to bring "green prosperity" to market is a much better approach. Given the option
of paying current rates or suffering higher utility bills for energy from "forced" alternative
sources, Congress knows which one the overwhelming majority of Americans would choose.
Hence, it would rather force the nation’s energy

I

providers to deliver the bad news for them in
the form of higher monthly utility bills.
¯ Renewable fuels standards. Biofuels, especially cellulosic ethanol, hold great promise and
deserve continued investment in research and development, but rapidly accelerating corn-based
ethanol requirements at this time is simply a mistake. Beyond an inability to transport corn-based
ethanol nationally, significant issues remain
with respe.ct to the actual energy efficiency
gained, the’ impact on food, livestock feed and
natural gas prices, lingering environmental implications and the unique production requirements
that would result from mandates now wrongly being offered as a silver bullet solution. Consumers
and the market are better equipped to define the
increased role, timing and type of biofuels that
will proliferate, not government.
¯ Windfall profits taxes. Proposed windfall
profit taxes will only drive away needed commitments in technology and facilities upgrades, aiding foreign competitors at the expense of U.S. consumers. When such laws discriminate by industry,
investors and shareholders will lose confidence
and simply shift their money elsewhere, impacting
employees and employers in the process. According to the Congressional Research Service, similar
policies put in place between 1980 and 1986 reduced domestic oil production by 1.26 billion barrels and increased oil imports as much as 13%.
Largely omitted from the debate has been the
need to develop comprehensive and effective
coal and nuclear transition policies. The U.S. Energy Information Administration predicts energy consumption to rise by 34% by 9.030 and
coal’s share to rise from 49% to 57.5% over this
same period. Likewise, nuclear power presents
great promise on both the energy and environmental fronts, but is a hugely capital-intensive industry that must be further considered.
Opportunity still exists to forge a Sound and
stable domestic energy program that benefits
consumers, industries and our economy. Yet, the
agenda presented thus far from some corners
must be viewed in tandem with the potential
costs, including: higher prices for fuel, food, manufacturing and services; gasoline shortages; lim:
ited domestic capacity; increased reliance on foreign sources of energy; decreased capital investment and lower economic growth.
Congress must recognize and act upon the difference between hope and reality.
Mr. Johnston, a Democrat, is a former senator
from Louisiana. Mr. Nickles, a Republican, is a
former senator from Oklahoma and now serves
on the board of the American Council for Capital
Formation.
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Spies Follow Hopefuls in Search-and-Destroy Mo&
By KATHARINE Q. SEELYE
HANOVER, N.H. -- A largely student crowd had gathered here at
Dartmouth College to see Howard
Dean, the Democratic presidential
contender. And Robin Liss, young
and casual, blended right in. But
when most people in the audience
applauded Dr. Dean, Ms. Liss did not.
And when they leapt to their feet to
cheer him on, Ms. Liss remained
seated.
Ms. Liss works for Senator John
Kerry of Massachusetts, who is
~n’uggling to stop Dr. Dean’s apparmt surge in New Hampshire. On this
:lay in mid-November, Ms. Liss, who
is Mr. Kerry’s deputy press secretory, was tracking Dr. Dean, the former governor of Vermont, monitoring his every word for potentially
:ontroversial statements or inconsis~ncies.
After Dr. Dean’s speech, she
ioined a scrum of reporters around
~e candidate, tape recorder in hand.
She then ferried the tape back to
[~erry headquarters where it was
:ranscribed and examined for useful
mippets.
Turnabout, of course, is more than
!air play in politics: It is necessary.
~hortly after the Dean event in Hanoler, Senator Kerry was campaigning
n Concord, at Veano’s Italian Res:aurant. Who was by his side? Sidd
Pattanayak, an intern from the Dean
:ampaign.
With his tape recorder and noteElise Amendola/AP for The New York
)ook, Mr. Pattanayak looked like a
Sidd
Pattanayak,
left
rear,
who
works
for
the
Howard
Dean
campaign,
kept
a
close watch as Senator
~eporter. As Senator Kerry shook
~ands with diners, Mr. Pattanayak Kerry campaigned at a restaurant in Concord, N.H., with State Senator Sylvia Larsen at his side.
lovered close by, watching him like
I hawk and recording every word.
Behind every candidate is an army
~f foot soldiers, some more visible
ban others, whose job is to monitor
md undermine the opposition. These
~ractitioners of what Jano Cabrera,
vho works for Senator Joseph I. Lie~erman of Connecticut, another
~residential candidate, calls "the
lark arts," work somewhat furtivey, far from the flag waving, and
tom the candidate.

The joy of making a
rival candidate look
like a liar, a hypocrite,
a flip’flopper.

’,t_he Dean divers.",
"Iris been overwhelming because Robih ~ss

Dr, Dean called the accusation
up :the

been for
say they cannot rely on news qrganithat

to her live
"I think it cameout of the press
and off since August.
room," she Said; adding ,that Mr. onJa,yne
Mi!lerlck, chairwom~n of
KerrY’s staff ~ha~. been distributing ~ the New Ham~hireRe~ublicanPar~
comments ~tbout the topic of the
ty, said the Republican National
ment, p~escription dru~s.
~ommittee Paid He trackers and reSeveral researchers, for senator ceived their tapes. It is never.to0
Kerryand .others, said they froze: early, shesaid, to monitor the opp0si~
Their papers a~e .not nieant to see tion.
the light of day,~, particularly linked
"It’s very appropriate that they’re
Wi~ their candidate’s name, because held accountable f~r what they S~v,~’
negative, attacks almost always
Ms. Millerick said., ’In New Ham~
.~tl~,~e~,~ate VOters. ’ i. :have a 10t 0~ ptiblic
~.~, We were pal;a~yzed with feari" shire,~e
it s a good oppo~ity to m~,e
one res~archerr at the debate said. and
sure their positions are monitore~
"This ~tff goes ~r candid~ates in a
All of this dismays James Carway’that we wdhld never~ want to vllie,
a longtime Democraticoperao
come out of ohi’~candidate’s mouth." tive who was one of his party,s pieUnforttm~tely, ,Mr. Hannon said, neers in hardbail camp ,aign tactics.
there was some mis~ommunication,
"My problem isn’t with all the
and instead of asking Senator Kerry little
stuff that goes on underneath,"
if he s~o~i~,.,the accusation in his he said. "I really think these camop~sifion r~search paper ~ that Dr. paigns are los~ the macrofocus.
Dean had "tried to kick Vermom
a big stageout there, and,the
seniors off their prescription drug .There’s
,first one who gets off thatiittle stage
plan" -- Ms. Woodruff challenged an~! gets on ~hat big stage will be
Dr. ~Deari to explain it.
rewarded with the nomination."

,
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Prosecutor claims Clinton administration stymied probe
Decade-long investigation into Secretary Cisneros’ taxes ends
WASHINGTON (AP) -- The independent counsel who investigated former Housing Secretary
Henry Cisneros charged in his final report Thursday that the Clinton administration thwarted his
work, drawing the curtain on the longest-ever probe under a post-Watergate era reform law.
Officials who worked in the Clinton administration flatly deny the allegations by prosecutor David M. Barrett, who closed a
decade-long probe with a report detailing a behind-the-scenes battle inside the government as he tried to look into possible
tax violations by Cisneros.
Cisneros, who was housing secretary during the Clinton administration, pleaded guilty in 1999 to a misdemeanor of lying to
the FBI about payments to a former mistress when he was answering questions during his confirmation for the Cabinetlevel post. President Clinton eventually pardoned him.

Barrett: Reno limited inquiry
When Barrett went to the Department of Justice seeking to broaden the probe, Attorney General Janet Reno allowed the
prosecutor to look into only a single tax year, the report maintains.
"Beginning in the summer of 1997, the OIC developed, to the extent it could, evidence concerning efforts by officials of
DOJ and the IRS to contain and limit the investigation of Cisneros’s actions," the report stated.
"In the end enough high-ranking officials with enough power were able to blunt any effort to bring about a full and
independent examination of Cisneros’ possible tax offenses in the face of what seemed to many to be obvious grounds for
such an inquiry," the report added.
"There seems to be no question that Cisneros was given extra consideration and more limited scrutiny because of who he
was -- an important political appointee," said the report. "This office received little in the way of cooperation from DO J,
whose purpose should be to protect the public interest and not to circle the wagons in protection of government
personnel."

Justice department, IRS rejects allegations
In strongly worded rebuttals, officials from the Justice Department and IRS rejected Barrett’s allegations.
Allegations about Cisneros’s 1991 and 1992 tax returns were based on his failure to include amounts of speaking
engagement income. Allegations relating to his 1993 return were based primarily on claimed specific deductions.
According to the former assistant chief counsel for criminal tax matters, the certified public accountant who prepared
Cisneros’s tax returns had access to records of all the omitted income. In addition, the IRS lawyer wrote in rebuttal,
Cisneros’s CPA signed an affidavit taking responsibility for providing faulty advice regarding the improper deductions.
Finally, the IRS lawyer wrote, the CPA had previously been an informant against Cisneros and had made amateurish
mistakes on Cisneros’s tax returns "that almost invited an audit."
"The inaccurate statements and unfair insinuations contained in this final report are too numerous to catalogue," said Jo

http://cnn~w~r~dnews~printthis~c~ickabi~ity~c~m/pt/cpt?acti~n=cpt&tit~e=CNN~c~m+-+Pr~s~.~ 1/19/2006
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Ann Farrington, former deputy chief of the Justice Department’s Public Integrity Section.
Robert S. Litt, one of the Justice Department officials involved, called Barrett’s suggestions of obstruction "a scurrilous
falsehood," adding that the report was "a fitting conclusion to one of the most embarrassingly incompetent and wasteful
episodes in the history of American law enforcement."
Barrett’s report is the last chapter in the controversial history of the independent counsel law, which Congress refused to
renew. The investigations caused serious political damage to both Republican and Democratic administrations.
Copyright 2006 The Associated Press. All rights reserved.This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten, or
redistributed.

Find this article at:
http://www.cnn.corn/2006/POLITICS/01/19/cisneros.finalreport.ap/index.html

Check the box to include the list of links referenced in the article.
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Charmed-I’m Sure
Why Newsrooms So Often Fail,to Detect the Deceivers

T

he investigation of the Jack Kelley
fiasco at USA Toda~ y is:over, .a~.d the

judgments of the - elap.p?m. to

examine his ~ears of fabncating
news stories are.stem.The seasoned newsmen from outsidethe paper who did the review at USA Todafs fequest:-former newspaper editors Bill Hllliard, Bill:Kovach and
~ohn Siegenthaler.-pin the blame on the’

Masters of deceit: Stephen
Glass was firett by the New
Republic in 1998for
fabricating all of six articles
and parts of 21 others. Jack
Kelley, a star reporter at USA
Today until last year, was
found to have faked stories,
exnggerated facts ands.
plagiarized since 1991.

reach for when e~plaining wrongdoing m
government or business. Here, the .culprits
include a "culture of fear~ in some parts of
the newspaper that kept staffers from sharing their concerns about Kelley with higherups; a ~"carcerism culture" that enabled Ke!,
]ey’s name~pping and bought ~ protec.tion; and a dysfunctional creature me repor~
~ dubbed the "management. reporting systen~" Absent all that, the authors imply; KelNEWS V1S ~SSOClATED PRE~S
ley might have been caught much earlier.
Stephen
Glass...
Well, maybe. No doubt there was something badly amiss at a newspaper where
~ quotes,
multiple staffers and others raised questions muchpressure to produce. Basking in his re- in his articles. After the.whole
flected
glory,
weignored
obvious
signs
that
about Kelley’s tall tales--~but nothing got
ed, former New Republi~
done until last year, after an anonymous ac-. his stories were too good to be true.
Margaret Talbot toldme of
But the explanation that seems to account
cusation reached USA Today’s editors in the
which’ an,intern informed her that Ghss
.most
satisfactorilyfor
what
happened
is
wak~ of the New York Times’s problems
¯
peared to be
with Jayson Blair. No doubt it’s appropriate this: We extended normal human trust to check of one of his stories; Talbot
someone
who.basically
lacked
a
conscience.
to hold accountable those who were in a posent the
sition to stop the Kelleyfiasco but failed. We-busy; friendly f01ks~ were no match for again to spread such slander about
such
a
wmful
deceiver.
The ouster of two of the paper’s top editors
league.
and the r~assigument of another is just what
But does that inddent reflect
we journalists would have demanded of an- ~ eep within their USA Today report,
~l,
|the
thrce,
edltors
tellus
this
about
other institution caught in a similar via
in
realAlltime,
thehaving
real world
fear?
Icaninsay,
been‘,there,
hfion of its fundamental principles. Never ~ Jack Kelley.. ’Tor every critic of Kelley,
mind that those same editors who created a we heard from others, both in and out of the charming Sodiopath isn t so easy.
" "culture.of fear~ were also presumably re- journalism, who admired him. Most of them someone come~
". spons~le for much of the improvement at swore, by his integrity and credibility until
’the very moment USA Today exposed his
.- USA Today during the past decade.
ing that the reporter has committed
But, amid all of their procedura!explaua- fraudulent reporting.... His admirers saw worst sin im~_ginable in our profession,
him
as
a
gifted
journalist
and
a
good
man
¯ tions for Kelley’s fabrications, and procedur.
she is also
"al recommendations for fixing the paper, who oca~ed about people and related to or
has been leading a double life,
therr~...
Other
.associates
praised
him
for
Hllliard, Kovach and Siegenthaler underplay
everyone’s nose~, both
the human element. To.me, the real story is taking the time to be kindto staff p~ople at
it.
o the havoc that ensues when a charming hotels and restaurants, or with the transla- outside
Faced with
tors
and
’fixers’
he
emp!oyedf
Much
the
soci0path infiltrates the office.,
Glass, an ordinal’~, I
" O~viously, this is a laymans diagnosis, .same could have been written about
~ for his
reaction.,It takes some time t~
who
earned
the
nickname
"I-Iub
’ but I speak from experience. When the Kelaffable
involvement
in
the
lives
of
those
at
¯ ley story broke, I felt a pang of d~j~ vu. In
ely come withironch
" 1998, my colleagues at the New Republic every level of the New Republic’s hierarchy.
It
may
be
true
that
Kelley,
during
his
long
inherently
ne~ly impossible~ to ~ X
=and I went through more or less the same
negative proposition that story
thing with Stephen Glass, the young confab- career at USA Today, aroused more suspiulator of more than two dozen articles for don among his rank-and-file reporting col- true."
Even after Jack KellY, it would
the magazine. In the years since that affair, leagues than Glass did in hisshorter stint at sense
for USA Today editors to treat ~
the
New
Republic
(which,
in
any
case,
pridwhich ended with Glass’s firing, an internal
one
of
their reporters as a
ed
itself
on
ruffling
feathers).
But
Kelley
still
investigation and the issuance of a shamericator, or every story
had
a
reservoir
of
good
will
among
top
USA
faced editorial apology, I’ve considered just
them as ifit is just as likely to be false as~
about every conceivable theory to explain Today executives who, the report said, Now that would create a Culture of t
found
him
"attractive,
talented
and
charmwhy he did itand how we let it happen: Our
One of the bizarre discoveries we
~ and dismissed reporters’ complaints as
fact-checking was lax. He was under too
during the investigation
jealousy.
I concede that it is extremely easy, in was that a few off his most
Charles La~, editor of the Ne~ Rep~b~c
hindsight, to spot all the missed siguals-- sounding facts
f~ 1997 ~o 19c~, coves the S~p~e~e
ed. Meanwhile, he
the.ignored whisperings that Glass was
Cow.for The Wasld.~o. Post.

because he cared. Actually, it was all about
sizing us upand searching for vulnerabilities. What we saw as concern was actually
contempt, ¯

l~

or. the sodopath bent on decep~on,
psychiatrist Charles V. l~rd writes in
I q.ies! Lies! Lies!~ (a hscinatingbook
about the psychology of deceit ), lying’ig j~st
a~matter of moving words around for shortterm personal advantage
. "This deficiency of emotional connotation
of words and. language may cause a-lack of
empathy with others, who~ are regarded as
objeCts ~d be manipulated, Ford nOtes..And
it’s devilishly.hard to spot these folk~,iZord
warns, because they literaily do not sweat:

~It is’ the-very la .ck~of anxiety.concerning

their bchavior that makes them such effective liars."

:. A hallmark ofsuch’deceicingrsQci. 70paths, Ford tells us, is the.utter lack of remorse for
his lies way .beyond the point at whichanyone would still belie~,~dm--,and Way.
Kelley worked, in much the same V~y, mdting , ~nd tlie point at which they had destro~
... meet ~ K~lle~,

articles about-:real subjects-with phony
quotes and information. How to explain the
apparent fact that both men were capable of
doing real reporting, even as they hbored

several careers, not to mention ’damaged the

reputation of the institution that had nurtured him. He even imitated Ghss’s tactic of
enlisting impostors to contact his bosses
mightily to fabricate? Perhaps it was the andvouch.forhissteries.
sheer iune~ p!eastire of repeatedly~ fooling.,..Nowlthat he, has ~ offered an..ap~,o-

r gy,: it a
de o.e,i 9"
thit duping
. ople around
delight. As Constance Rourke though I remain proud of much of the Work I

did over 21 years, I understand that what l
did wr0ngwiil ~’what I did right~" :he
said in an e-nmil sent by his hw~er to thd editors’ panel.And he conld not resist one last
untsry imqx~ility. . His objoYdve was tri, try to recast his wrongdoing asa therapy isumph, the familiar objeetiye of polmlar com- sue: q am now conmu’tted t0 ~the time
to try to understand how Icame to violate
edy."
When the first indications of Kelley’s fab- the principles.I hold: dear, At the end 6fthis
rications-emerged:last- fall _the reaction of process, I hope that I will be able to talk
many at USA Today,was to accept his claim about all of this atgreater length, ,... ~
.that he. was being, singled out for unjust pun- How like Glass. Returning to the public
ishment. When I Started investigating Glass eye last year,, he .e~. ~.1~. ,e~.. on CBS’s "60 Minin response toga call from Forbes Digital utes" that he had held 0ffon expressing his
regrets for five years, because he didn’t war~t
O~La
now-ddunCt
Online to.~
magazine
foundit
im, poss~le
one that
of to apologize until, with the aid of a shrink,
Glass’s stories, I’~lidn’t kri0w exac~ what I he had come to ttnderstand why he had done
.-was dealing with. The Forbes journalists, what hehad don~: And of course J~a, vson
thought thaL perhaps, Ghss had simply -~ Blairhas profited from the sa!e of amemoir
swallowed.phony information supplied to. ~in which hepoints fingers.at others a~.d
him by devious sources. Meanwhile, Gh~ retaiis more phony stories.
was circulating among the New Republic s
I completely agree with the edito~’~panel
staff, exploiting the due process that he was
that somebody at USA Today should~ hav_e
being given, spreading the lie that he was. caught Jack Kelley sooner, yetl completely
understand the predicament of those whose
behg persecuted. ~
Thus does", tile charming sodopath,’ " ~ job it was to catch hitn~ From the Glass ~
through his instinctive grasp of human motiI learned this lesson: We in the press Shoed
vatio~ and how to mahipd!ate them~ build be tough in ourpost hoc assessments~of the
up an illegitimate fund.of politica! capital,
oflidals and inStitutions we cover, but ternpet that toughness with the knowledge that,
then draw onit in ~is, F0r the charmer, there are no human beingsin the world-- when it comes to spotting and exposing
only, marks.. We thought Ghss was in- ~ wrongdoing in our own baih’wick, we, too,
areat the mercy of human nature. " ¯
terested in ourpersonal lives, or our strugAuthor’s eqnaiL" lanec@washpost.com
gies with.work, and we thought, it was
once wrote of Edgar Allan Poe~ the perpetrator of his share of journalistic frauds: "His
purpose in the hoaxes was to render his
readers absurd, to reduce them to an invol-
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Still Morning in America

N~u[

poppy o
Is bd o~ ~s~d.
the
course,
and
the
moment
the
final
leg
of
the
wenty-five years ago today, Ronald Reatax cut took effect, in January of 1983, the econ~ o~ o~o~
T gan was inaugurated as [i~e 40th Presi- omy roared ~to life with an expansion that
s
1. dent of the United States promising less lasted more than seven years.
intrusive government, lower tax rates and vicWhen the budget deficit rose in the
% uo~oaq
mid-1980s, the liberals
tory over communism. On that same day, the
U~ ~es~s~lleL.
warned that if Reagan
American hostages in
~d reeollecti~°~ II~ OA
Reaganomfes,
iran were freed after
would not raise taxes
t IO~S, Ef
--imes a~~ Ivao~ su"
¯
-ut on a ~Io~qs~
444 days of captivity.
[~S
ou
25 years later.
]/ ’ interest rates would
"~Mr ~e~°m poo~
skyrocket. He didn’t
If the story, of history /[
"- rece.
nte oos
exposea
..
is one long and arduand rates didn’t. After the 1987 stock market
G~. Respond~°a~ ~oq~
ous march toward freedom, this was a momen- crash, liberal John Kenneth Galbraith wrote
~ey’s readers~ puv
tous day well worth commemorating.
that "this debacle marks the last chapter of Re:
All the more so becauseover this 25-year pe- aganomics ¯ ¯ ¯ and the irresponsible tax cuts."
~
sage of redem
. ~vpolqn~
riod prosperity has been the rule, not the excep- Again, Reagan refused to buckle and two
still resonates -- tion, for America-in stark contrast to the stag- months later the stock market recovered and
1,~00 Frey mes~ ;s~ o~"
flationary i970s. Perhaps the greatest tribute the expansion roared on-an expansion that
voted for reder.~Zh
to the success of Reaganomics is that, over the didn’t end until George H.W. Bush reversed
In ~ age ~ ,,’so~[I a
course of the past 276 months, the U.S. econ- course and raised taxes in 1990.
dozen, this on{ .
omy has been in recession for only 15. That is to
The Gipper’s critics have written an ecosay, 94% of the time the U.S. economy has been nomic history of the 1990s that they portray as
the memoir W~p ~aox
want that
As
"
creating jobs (43 million in all) and wealth ($30
. ".. enp~ao
a repudiation of Reaganomics. In this tellingnOW e~¢r 1~o ’s~s~Jq
trillion). More wealth has been created in the known as Rubinomics-the Clinton tax hikes
~th the conceit, io
U.S. in the last quarter-century than in the pre- of 1993 ’ended the budget deficit, which caused
~nd when th~i~z~mm5
vious 200 years. The policy lessons of this sup- interest rates to fall, which produced the boom
staged, they " u~
ply-side prosperity need to be constantly re- of the mid- to late-1990s. In fact, the budget defidoesn’~ co~q~
c~rent rean~o ’doqs~
learned, lest we return to
cit hardly fell at all in the immediate aftermath
Still, c~ti~zd~!,,
the errors that produced
of the tax hike, and while long-term interest
Frey, publis~d zad~ds
the 1970s.
rates fell in 1993, they shot back up again in
choosing falsie ~!
. The heart and soul of
1994 almost precisely through Election Day (risfrom authors o~q svqReagan’s economic agenda
ing by some 230 basis points from October 1993
what they thi~] ~
were sound money (makto November 1994).
~een fiction[ oq~ m
ing the dollar "as good as
pect that mos ~ ~m
On that day, voters repudiated the Clinton
gold," as Reagan used to
the p~macy Cos
tax hikes and.the specter of HillaryCare and
to factuality,~os
put it) and lower tax rates.
gave Republicans control of Capitol Hill to gov~de den~C)~o~
On monetary policy, Reaern on the Reaganite agenda of lowering taxes
Hwang Woo ~gan has won a resounding
and shrinking runaway government. Both the
belief tha~ t ¯
victory. Today, nearly all
stock and bond markets turned upward preworks petter-~"
Ronald
Reagan
. ~I~08~
economists agree with Reacisely on Election Day in 1994, beginning a
than tall tal~ ~,us!
gan’s then-controversial be- ----------whirlwind six-year rally. By 1998, growth and
But may~ s~
lief that the sole purpose of monetary policy fiscal restraint delivered a budget surplus for
power of perss
should be to keep prices stable. Double-digit in- the first time in.nearly 30 years. In 1997 Presience are beC~o]
flation is a distant memory unlikely to recur dent Clinton signed a further reduction in the
Oprah said,
anytime soon.
capital gains tax, which propelled investment
factoid peopl,, s,~
On tax policy, Re~ganomics has also car: and the stock market to even greater heights.
Smo~ng sI~
ried the day, if somewhat less completely. Tax
The latest chapter of this story is the 2003 inIo~er VillaDu,,
rates in the U.S. are on average half as high come and investment tax cuts enacted by the
geles Times~! ~
now as they were in the 1970s, and almost every current President Bush. As in 1981, opponents
~ethical."
able standard ~
nation has followed the Reagan model of lower insisted those tax cuts would harm the econ~he damage
tax rates. Even Bill Clinton only dared to raise omy by increasing the deficit and driving up inthe et~cal Ow
terest
rates.
But
in
the
two
and
a
halfyears
the top marginal income tax rate back to 39.5%,
But this ~’s~
since those tax cuts passed, ,the economy and
not 50% or 70%.
a competin~v
tax revenues have both surged.
And right
Nonetheless, tax cuts still stand in disreWhere Republicans have most strayed from
hibit A. T~s u
pute among most of the media, academics and
~ey’s subj~d
Democrats in Congress, albeit for shifting rea- the Reagan vision has been on controlling federal
spending.
But
most
still
adhere
to
his
taxMuch su~
sons. When Reagan proposed his 30% across- cutting lessons, with a few prominent excepWeb sRe co0~
the-board tax-rate cut, his critics howled that tions (notably Senator John McCain). They
addiction
this would cause demand to rise and lead to by- ¯ should all recall the Gipper’s words in his i.nau.solace in’°:
"~
per-inflation. In fact, supply rose faster than de- guration speech 25 years ago: "It is no coincibad place~
road ou~I
mand, and inflation fell to 4% from 13% and has dence that our present troubles parallel and
fallen even lower since. When the economy are proportionate to the intervention and intru- _ to gai~’
went into a deep recession in 1081-.82, Reagan’s sion in our lives that result from unnecessary
adversaries (and some of his own advisers) de- and excessiv, e growth of government."
dared his tax cuts a failure. Reagan said stay

.
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ld / Daniel Henninger

Not a Bad Time to Take Stock

good. A iot of sophisticated Americans worry
about this. "The military-industrial complex" is
something we were warned of almost half a cenI don’t think Democrats understand that the tury ago by Dwight Eisenhower, a man who
Alito hearings were, for them, not a defeat but knew a few things about war and weaponry. We
an actual disaster. The snarly tone the senators want our makers of weapons to be the best in the
took with a man most Americans could look at world;we do not want them to own congressmen
and think, "He’s like me," and the charges they who have an electoral stake in the pieces of
made-You oppose women and minorities, you weapons made in their districts. When every
ey has thrown her support beonly like corporations and not the little guy-went
congressman has a piece of a project, we should
James Frey, whose Number nowhere. Once those charges would have taken worry. War should not be the health of the state.
"A Million Little Pieces"-a flight, would have launched, found their target
We are in a time when the very diminution of
n of his drug and alcohol addicand knocked down any incoming Republican.
the
importance of network news leaves some old
;ainst humanity and recoveryNot any more. It’s over,
news hands to drop their guard and announce
tiding scale to run from false to
Eleven years ago the Democrats lost control
~’s literally incredible life was of Congress. Then they lost the presidency. But what they are: liberal Democrats. Nothing
wrong with that, but they might have told us
~y by a Web site, the Smoking
just as important, maybe more enduringly im- when they were in power. The very existence of
~th Oprah, and legions of Mr.
portant, they lost their monopoly on the means conservative media-of Rush Limbaugh, of Fox,
Who cares?
of information in America. They lost control of of the Internet sites-has become an excuse by
~ said, "The underlying mesthe pipeline. Or rather there are now many pipe- previously "I call ’em as I see ’em/I try to be
Otion in James Frey~s memoir lines~ and many ways to use the information impartial" journalists to advance their biases.
they carry. The other day, Dana Milbank, an Actually, it’s more Fox than anything. The existwith me." Many of the some
important reporter for the Washington Post, the ence of a respected cable network that is nonlib;engers to Oprah’s Web site also
most important newspaper in the capital, wrote eral and non-Democratic (or that is conservanption over factual accuracy.
a piece deriding Judge Alito. Once such a piece tive, or Republican, or neoconservative-people
’hen controversies are a dime a
~ is worth thinking about. Some would have been important. Men in the White on the right have polite disagreements about
House would have fretted over its implications. this) is more and more freeing news outlets,
ublisher should have made dear
within hours of filing, Mr. Milbank found his encouraging them actually, as a potential busi.s fictionalized. But people don’t But
with reality TV shows, people thinking analyzed and dismissed on the Inter- ness model, to be more and more what they are.
these new kinds of experiences " net; National Review Online called him a "policy Is this good? Well, it’s clearer. Then again Time
magazine this week illustrated a, story about Reit that it’s somehow true or real, bimbo."
Could Democratic senators today torture Clar- publicans in Congress with a drawing of a merry
y find out later the truth was
don’t care. If you think this ence Thomas with tales of Coke cans and porn circus elephant surrounded by the Republican
films? Not likely. Could Ted Kennedy have got- leadership. They were covered, I’m not kidding,
~te, tough. That, so to speak, is
ten away with his "Robert Bork’s America" in the elephant’s fecal matter. (It’s on page 23.
speech unanswered? No.
Time will no doubt call it chocolate.)
:ism has raine~l down on Mr.
And the end of the monopoly of course isn’t
~er Doubleday and Oprah for.0nly in the news, :it’s all over media. The other
ty over fact. Most of this comes
But where does this leave us? With our mass
night George Clooney, that beautiful airhead, media busy with reluctant reformation.., with
or teachers of writing defending
made
a
Golden
Globe
speech
in
which
he
made
lk are utiIitarian distinctions bethe old network monopoly over and done...
and nonfiction. One might ex- an off-color reference to Jack Abramoff. The with something new, we know not what, about
audience seemed confused, as people apparently to take its place.., with the Democratic Party
t people would similarly support
~f facts in a book. making claims often are when George Clooney speaks. Once, adjusting to the loss of its megaphone . . .
his remark would have been news. Once, Marion Where does that leave us? I think it leaves us
as Mr. Frey’s did. The recent,
knowing that, more than ever,
ation of Korean stem-cell faker Brando stopped the country in its tracks when he
the Republican Party-the
uk derives from the centuries-old ~ent Sacheen Littlefeather to make his
party ultimately helped by
~nproving the human’ condition
speech at the Academy
the end of the old monopoly
in a world run on facts rather
Awards.
Once,
Vanand the reformation of
S.
essa Redgrave did the
news media-must be a
)e that’s changing. Maybe the
same when she gave a
good party, a decent
~onal opinion and personal experispeech about Palestinone, and help our
)ruing more valued than facts. As
inns, receiving in turn
\ country.
’I believe in James." But for now, a rebuke from Frank
That it regain a
le aren’t conceding victory to the
Sinatra, who didn’t
sense
of.its
historic mise without a fight.
want some British
/ Barbara ~el,ey . sion. That it stop seeming
Gun’s editor, Bill Bastone, a broad telling us how to
the friend of the wired and
,re Voice reporter, told the Los Ando our thing. Now, actors
return
to
being
the
great
friend of Main .Street,
that Mr. Frey is "dishonest and
make their comments and it’s just another air~uthor Mary Karr cites "the venerhead involved in an oral helium release. "You for Main Street still, in its own way, exists. That
don’t like it, change the channel," network exec- itxeturn t~ basic principles on spending, regulads of journalism and history" and
done to writers "who don’t break utives used to say. But that, as they knew, meant tion and state authority. That it question a fornothing: There were only three channels. Now eign policy that often seems at once dreamy and
ode."
aggressive, and question, too, an overreaching
there are 500. And more coming.
s old school. The new school poses
on immigration policy that seems composed in
[ value called "emotional truth."
equal parts of naivet~ and cynicism. That its
)w "A Million Little Pieces," is exYou know who else experienced, up dose and representatives admit that lunching with lobby.tension is clear in the world of Mr.
personal, the end of the information monopoly ists is not the problem; failing to oppose the
~ct-drug and alcohol abusers.’
this week? Walter Cronkite. Once, he said Amer- growth of government-so huge that no one, reica should leave Vietnam and the president of ally no one, knows what is in its budget-is. That
)port for the book on Ms. Winfrey’s
the United States said if we’ve lost him we’ve they reduce the size and power of government.
nes from persons recovering from
’ from family members; all found lost middle America. Now, Walter calls for with- That they help our country.
’ieces." Drug and alcohol hells are drawal from Iraq and it occasions only one
Is that a sissy thing to say? Sorry. But today
thing: stories about how once such a thing mat~ be, with no common solution. The
is
the
25th anniversary of the coming to Washingtered.
I
saw
Mr.
Cronkite
the
other
night.
Frail,
)ften arduous, and one is hard put
distinguished-big white eyebrows; soft, folded ton of modern conservatism, and the rise to
what works for these folks. That
of a Main Street romantic who was also a
’ssite also carries many unforgiv- pink face-he looked like Dean Acheson grown power
skeptic
and an appreciator of human nature. Not
very old. It was at a New York screening he
~ts" from these same people. "What
a
bad
time
to take stock.
hosted
for
a
documentary
called
"Why
We
~ a bobk of lies do," one of them
Republicans in Washington struggle with
~meone who’s trying to learn to live Fight," a piece of antiwar propaganda that will
likely soon be followed by a piece of pro-war scandal and speak oi reform, and reformation.
:m-who’s trying to be honest and
~)r maybe the first time in their propaganda: It was like ducking a Propaganda They would better think of words like regain,
Punch that will be answered by another Propa- refresh, rebuild. If they don’t, if Republicans
other said it contradicted Oprah’s
ganda Punch you’ll have to duck. Featured in the don’t choose to lead well, and seriously, and with
message: to live in,truth of ourtab’s loyalists are a lot more inter- documentary is a former voice of God, Dan principle, they should ask themselves: Who will?
Rather, there to lend support to the enterprise. Seriously: Who will?
-v are often given credit for. One
af an alcoholic, cut to the
What was sad about the documentary is that
Ms. Noonan~ a contributing editor at the Jour-4. He is accountable for it did not explore what it asserted, that a miliand columnist for Opinion Journal.corn, is the
tary-industrial complex within the United States nal
author
of "John Paul the Great" (Viking, 2005).
has more power and influence than is helpful or
~ has been as
"~ hammer",filling-

’s Truth
0 Stranger
)Fiction

By Peggy Noonan

,’ latest chapter of this story is the 2003 inmd investment tax cuts enacted by the
t President, Bush. As in 1981, opponents
d those tax cuts would harm the econT increasing the deficit and driving up inrates. But in the two and a halfyears
hose tax cuts passed, ,the economy and
’enues have both surged.
~re Republicans have most strayed from
tgan vision has been on controlling fedending. But most still adhere to his taxlessons; with a few prominent excepnotably Senator John McCain). They
all recall the Gipper’s words in his inaun speech 25 years ago: "It is no coinciIhat our present troubles parallel and
portionate to the intervention and intruour.lives that result from unnecessary
:ess~v~e growth of government."

Smoking Gun’s editor, Bill Bastone, a want some B-r]~l~ .......
former Village Voice reporter, told the Los Ando our thing. Now, actors
geles Times that Mr. Frey is "dishonest and
make their comments and it’s just another air- return
unethical." Author Mary Karr cites "the venerhead
involved in an oral helium release. "You
able standards of journalism and history" and
Mai
don’t like it, change the channel," network exec- for
~he damage done to writers "who don’t break
itxet~
utives
used
to
say.
But
that,
as
they
knew,
meant
the ethical code."
tion and
nothing: There were only three channels. Now eigu
poli
But this is old school. The new school poses
there are 500. And more coming,
aggressi
a competing value called "emotional truth."
~~~
on ~
And right now "A Million Little Pieces" is exYou
know.who
else experienced,~up dose and equal p~
hibit A. This tension is clear in the world of Mr.
personal, the end of the information monopoly represen
Frey’s subject-drug and alcohol abusers.’
this week?.Walter Cronkite. Once, he said Amer- ists is n
Much support for the book on Ms. Winfrey’s
should leave Vietnam and the president of growth 0
Web site comes ~from persons recovering from iea
the
States said if we’ve lost him we’ve allyno0~
addiction or from family members; all. found lost United
middle America. Now, Walter calls for with- they red~
solace in "Pieces." Drug and alcohol hells are
drawal from Iraq and it occasions only one That the’
bad places to be, with no common solution. The
thing: stories about how once such’a thing matIs tl~
.road out is often arduous, and one is hard put
tered. I saw Mr. Cronkite the other night. Frail, is the 25~
to gainsay what works for these folks. That
white eyebrows; soft, folded ton of ~
said, Oprah’s.site also carries many unforgiv- distinguished-big
pink face-he looked like Dean Acheson grown power
o!
ing comments from these same people. "What
very old. It was at a New York screening he skeptic~
¯ good would a bobk of lies do," one of them
hosted for a documentary called "Why We a bad tt
asks, "for someone who’s trying to learn to live
Fight," a piece of antiwar propaganda that will
without them-who’s trying to be honest and
Repu
likely soon be followed by a piece of pro-war
stand up for maybe the first time in their propagandai It was like ducking a Propaganda scandal ~
lives?" Another said it contradicted Oprah’s
Punch that will be answered by another Propa- They wo~
"essential message: to live in truth of ourganda Punch you’ll have to duck. Featuredin the refresh, :
selves." Oprah’s loyalists are a lot more inter- documentary is a former voice of God, Dan don’t cho
esting than they are often given credit for. One
principle,
Rather, there to lend support to the enterprise,
woman, the wife of an alcoholic, cut to the
Seriously
What
was
sad
about
the
documentary
is
that
chase: "James Frey lied. He is accountable for
it did not explore what it asserted, that a miliMs. ~V
his actions." Or used to be.
tary-industrial complex within the United States hal and,
The reaction among writers has been as
has more power and influence than is helpful or author ~
¯ intense, with most of their criticism hammering at the publishing industry’s greater willing~
ness to erase the line between fiction and fact.
Doubleday issued what one might call a businesslike "net-net" version of the new, saleable
world of false facts; it referred to the power of
the book’s "overall reading experience." The
publishers argue, and some writers support
them, that the consuming public’s changing
tastes are forcing these category changes. Publishers are simply following the market.
In this view, fiction or even traditional nonfiction isn’t providing the hyper-real narrative
many people now Crave from an assembled
memoir like "A Million Little Pieces," no matter that it has been proven a.fraud; or at least a
fraud as formerly understood. But perhaps this
suggests some people can’t handle the truth
anymore, so they’d just as soon be lied to so
long as the lies fit their belief system, such as
belief in the power of ¯personal Yredemption."
What’s a fraud now-and what’s something
else-has become a question worth pondering.
We live in a world of reality TV shows, of
newspaper photographs and fashion photos routinely "improved" by the computer program
Photoshop, of nightly news that pumps more
emotion than fact into its version of public
events such as Hurricane Katrina, hyper-real
TV commercials manipulated with computers,
the rise of "interpretive" news, fake singers,
fake breasts, fake memoirs. Morris Dickstein
of the Graduate Center of the City University
of New York described this world as "always at
the edge of falsehood" and so people come to
tolerate .it "as part of the overall media buzz of
their lives."
He’s right. But there is a political dimension to this, which many of what are no doubt
politically liberal writers upset at James Frey
and Doubleday ought to consider. Before all
this, most people operated from a common personal standard, a broadly held superstructure
of right and wrong, integrity and dishonesty,
which they probably learned in Sunday school.
You can see and hear it in hundreds of old
Hollywood movies. "The Maltese Falcon," written by Dashiell Hammett, a Communist, is full
of this moral tension and resolving clarity.
We all know those widely shared categories
were broken and blurred the past 38 years,
leading to terrible political fights between social conservatives and liberal liberators over
disintegrating standards of personal behavior.
Welcome to what it has wrought: The mass
marketers and their accepting publics are skip,
ping past the politics and simply pocketing the
value added in the new controlling value-whatever¯ "works" for us personally, no matter how
meretricious. It’s hardly James Frey’s fault
that the culture really is in a million little
pieces.

Write to henninger@wsj.com.
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HISTOriANS AND PLAG~A]a~SM

-[ n January 2002, with a scandal in full bloom over charges
_
. P~-r IMPF.RF~G’~i"
lthat the popnlar historian Stephen Ambrose had commit.l.ted phgiarism, I received an anonymous letter from a self- Facts, Fictions, Fraud~.~can History~ ~aneroft
desc~R~ "qiterary~whistleblower" ~ that Doris Kearns ~,~4 ~.~,4,~=,, ~,~ A ,~h,~ n,a~i~ ~:qi~ =,~4 e.~n
......
-Ires me same prol~ bl em ought
~ asto~ne ose and
.............................................
~
..
By Peter Charles Hoffer
" PubhcAffalrs
." 287 pp" $26
ca~.~,e~l_ to account. The letter offered examples from Good¯
wins1987bestseller, TheFi~zgeraldsandtheKennedy;s, that
$~ll~Al.S ANI~ $~:OIJl~OP.F.l.S
were ~trikingly ~ to passages in earlier books by other au’ $eve~ Cases 1"hat the
thors. Like Ambrose, ~ had footnoted her sources but
By Ron Robin. tlniv: of California. 277 pp. Paperback, $ ~9.95

advertently and infrequently.:~ S~ Hoffer pronounces both
historians guilt~. ~l’hey stoleothers" words.~ Ron Robin, a historian at the University of Haifa in Israel, is more sanguine.
Whereas Pasf I~nperfect concludes with a ~ call for the
acad
caaemy to -- take a stand" agams " t pr ofession~l malfeasance
,"
Robin in Scandals and Scoundrels notes that for postmo-

he embraces. But -

But within

attn%ution problems were
and

ular histori~us

The Slog of War
The Allies had the Gerrnan Army on the verge of defeat in late 1944. What took them so long to win?
ings’s splendid account of the European war
from the Allies’ failure to capture the bridge at
Arnhem in mid-September 1944 to the final extinction of German resistance in May 1945.
Iris not difficult to understand why Hitler
and those closest to him did not surrender in
the fall of 1944. They knew what they had done:
By JAMES S. SHEEHAN
the mass murder of Europe’s Jews, the vicious
"~ N early September !944, as. the war in Eu- occupation policies in Poland and Russia, the
i:| rope entered its sixth year, Nazi Germany millions of Russian prisoners of war
.i|~ seemed about to collapse. Bat summer the starvation and neglect. Their only option:was
,,~ German.Army had suffered more than two to hope for a miracle --one of the’new weapons
~on casualties in a series iof bitterly fought
that German scientists were struggling to de~~ ea~tern~ fron~7 in the west, the velopl the shattering of the alliance, between
~l~i*~ had brokefl thr6Ugh. German defenses, the Western democracies and the Soviet Union,
liberated Paris and were ru~laing toward the a dramatic victory by the hard pressed GerRhine. Hitler’s allies had either surrendered or man Army.
were desperately trying to Switch sides. No
How the Nazis were able to keep fighting
wonder most Americans believed the war is more difficult to understand~ Hastings ofwould be over by Christmas,
fers three explanations. First was Albert
It is tempting to speculate about what
Speer’s organization of the German economight have happened if Germany had surren- my, which provided enough materiel to susdered in the summer of 1944. Although most tain the machinery of war. Second was Heinof the Holocaust’s victims had already per- rich Himmler’s huge repression of dissent,
ished, hundreds of thousands might still have
which severely punished any indication of
been saved: Anne Frank, who died in Bergen- "defeatism." And finally there was the fightBelsen in March 1945, would have survived. ing power of the German Army, which is
Much of Eastern Europe might have been
Hastings’s main subject. Sometimes outspared the devastation of the war’s last year.
numbered by as much as seven to one, usualAbove all, the Germans themselves would ly without air support, German troops neverhave escaped the worst consequences of the
theless fought with remarkable skill and inwar. Of the 1.42 million tons of bombs tensity, inflicting proportionally more casudropped on German targets by British and
alties than they suffered, forcing their eneAmerican airplanes, 1.18 million were used in mies to pay dearly for every kilometer they
the last year of the war.
eventually conquered.
But, of course, in September the war in EuThe German Army functioned dgspite
rope still had another eight months to go. The
the failing of its leaders. (By 1944 Hitler was
central question about its final phase is not, to
increasingly losing touch with reality; his opborrow the title of Richard Overy’s excellent erational interventions invariably made bad
book, "why the Allies won," but rather why it
situations worse.) Some German soldiers
took the Germans so long to lose. This is the fought because of an unshakable faith in
question posed by "Armageddon," Max HastHitler’s leadership or a fanatical commitment to Nazism’s racial ideology; others
fought out of professional pride or because
they were loyal to their comrades; but most
of all, Germans fought because they feared
both the enemy’s wrath and the heavy hand of
the SS and military police. Even in the war’s
final days, with the Allied armies just a few
streets away, the regime’s agents were hanging alleged deserters and shooting anyone
who failed to display sufficient confidence in
victory.
In comparison to his admiration for the
military qualities of the Wehrmacht, Hastings is much less enthusiastic about the leadership and fighting power of the Allies. He acknowledges Eisenhower’s managerial and
diplomatic skills, common sense and willingness to take responsibility, but has a low opinion of his abilities as a strategist. Montgomery was, Hastings believes, a superb organizer but an uninspired battlefield commander. Patton, the most creative and aggressive of the lot, had been disqualified from
high command by his personal failings. Hastings convincingly argues that the Allied generals’ most serious failure was not some individual blunder like the disastrous Arnhem
campaign but rather their persistent inability
to exploit Germany’s military weakness. The
result was a six-month stalemate in the west
that prolonged the war and greatly enhanced
the Soviet Union’s strategic advantage in the
east.
CHRISTOPHER SERRA
Hastings .recognizes that the generals’
ARMAGEDDON
The Battle for Germany, 1944-1945.
By Max Hastings.
Illustrated. 584 pp.
Alfred A. Knopf. $30.

Most Americans
thought the war
would be over by
Christmas 1944.
Tragically, the
German
leadership had
.other ideas.
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failure to knock Germany out of the war in
late 1944 reflected the kind of armies they led
as much as their own deficiencies as leaders.
The British and American armies were composed of citizen soldiers, who were usually
prepared to do their duty but were also eager
to survive. "These were," Hastings writes,
"citizens of democracies, imbued since birth
with all the inhibitions and decencies of their
societies." Such peacetime virtues are not
easily transformed into military effectiveness. James Gavin, whose airborne division
was among the finest units in any army, filled
his diary with harsh comments about the average soldier’s military quality. "If our infantry would fight," he wrote in January 1945,
"this war. would be over by now .... Everybody wants to live to a ripe old age." When
Winston Churchill complained to Montgomery about the British Army’s lack of initiative, Montgomery replied by recalling the
carnage on the Western Front during World
War I: "It was you, Prime Minister, who told
me that we must not suffer casualties on the
scale of the Somme."
In contrast to the British and the
Americans, Soviet generals were prodigal in
their willingness to sacrifice their soldiers’
lives. Between June 1944 and May 1945, the
Red Army suffered more than two million casualties, the Americans some 700,000. Discipline in the Red Army was extraordinarily
harsh and summary executions were common.
As in the Wehrmacht, members of the Red
Army were motivated by patriotism, ideological conviction and small-group loyalty, but
most of all by. fear -- of the enemy and of their
own regime.
S Hastings shows in harrowing detail,
war in the east was significantly
more brutal than in the west. Casualties were higher, the treatment of
prisoners worse, atrocities against civilians
more common. Of the 50 million people who
died in the war, roughly half were citizens of
the Soviet Union. As the Red Army moved
into German territories, it exacted a frightful
revenge. Pillage, murder and mass rape
made a living hell for anyone unfortunate
enough to be in the path of the Soviet advance.
In a desperate attempt to escape, millions
fled westward in one of the largest population
movements in European history; by May
1945, 25 percent of the German population
were refugees. Hastings tells the story of this
suffering with great sensitivity and skill, fully
aware of both its moral complexity and its
human tragedy.
"Armageddon" is a sequel to Hastings’s
"Overlord," his fine account of the Normandy landings published in 1984. Both books
display his distinctive virtues as a military
historian: a clear, uncluttered style, absolute
mastery of the technical details of combat
and the ability to combine an analysis of the
strategic situation with vivid descriptions of
individuals and events. "Armageddon" is a
richer, more ambitious, more challenging
and provocative book than "Overlord." It
gives a fuller account of the human costs of
war, raises troubling moral questions and
probes the social and cultural forces that sustain and limit the ways armies fight. It is a
book anyone with an interest in modern warfare will want to read.
[]
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Bush Administration Blacks Out Clinton Docs
Saturday, March 19, 2005

WASHINGTON -- The Bush administration blacked out almost all the information in hundreds of documents before
releasing them to a conservative organization looking into President Clinton’s (searc~h)controversial pardons four
years ago on his last day in office.
The only items not deleted from the material are the names of the person who wrote the document and the person it
was sent to.
The government accountability group Judicial Watch (searc~h) said Friday that it received the Justice Department
documents following a court battle that featured a Republican administration fighting to keep secret documents
generated by its Democratic predecessor.
The Bush White House (search) has argued that releasing pardon-related documents would have a chilling effect on
internal discussions leading up to presidential action on such requests.
Judicial Watch President Tom Fitton (search) called it an instance of the Bush administration covering up a Clinton
administration scandal.
The group plans to return to court to challenge the deletions, which cover nearly everything that is written on a total of
915 pages.
A federal appeals court ruled a year ago in the case that the White House can’t claim Justice Department records are
covered by a special exemption from the law reserved for presidential communications.
Among the 140 people Clinton pardoned on Jan. 20, 2001 was fugitive financier Marc Rich. Rich’s wife, a Democratic
fund-raiser, contributed $450,000 to Clinton’s presidential library foundation and more than $100,000 to Hillary
Rodham Clinton’s U.S. Senate campaign.
Rich’s name does not appear on any of the 915 pages.
The department invoked exemptions under the Freedom of Information Act (searc~h) that allow deletions for
reasons such as documents being part of internal deliberations or containing personal information.
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FISA vs. the Constitution
By Robert F. Turner
In the continuing saga of the surveillance
"scandal," with some congressional Democrats
denouncing President Bush as a lawbreaker and
even suggesting that impeachment hearings may
be in order, it is important to step back and put
things in historical context. First of all, the
Founding Fathers knew from experience that Congress could not keep secrets. In 1776, Benjamin
Franklin and his four colleagues on the Committee of Secret Correspondence unanimously concluded that they could not tell the Continental
Congress about covert assistance being provided
by France to the American Revolution, because
"we find by fatal experience that Congress consists of too many members to keep secrets."
When the Constitution was being ratified, John
Jay-America’s most experienced diplomat and
George Washington’s first choice to be secretary
of state-wrote in Federalist No. 64 that there
would be cases in which "the most useful intelligence" may be obtained if foreign sources could
be "relieved from apprehensions of discovery,"
and noted there were many "who would rely on
the secrecy of the president, but who would not
confide in that of the Senate." He then praised the
new Constitution for so distributing foreign-affairs powers that the president would be able "to
manage the business of intelligence in such manner as prudence may suggest."
In 1790, when the first session of the
First Congress appropriated money for
foreign intercourse, the statute expressly required that the president "account specifically for all such expenditures of the said money as in his judgment may be made public, and also for
the amount of such expenditures as
he may think it advisable not to specify." They made no demand that
President Washington share intelligence secrets with them. And in 1818, when a
dispute arose over a reported diplomatic mission
to South America, the le~ndary Henry Clay told
his House colleagues that if the mission had been
provided for from the president’s contingent
fund, it would not be "a proper subject for inquiry" by Congress.
For nearly 200 years it was understood by all
three branches that intelligence collection-especially in wartime-was an exclusive presidential
prerogative vested in the president by Article II,
Section i of the Constitution. Washington, Madison, Jefferson, Hamilton, John Marshall and
many others recognized that the grant of "executive power" to the president included control
over intelligence gathering. It was not by chance
that there was no provision for congressional
oversight of intelligence matters in the National
Security Act of 1947.
Space does not permit a discussion here of
the congressional lawbreaking that took place in

the wake of the Vietnam War. It is enough to the power of Congress to issue letters of marque
observe that the Constitution is the highest law and reprisal (outlawed by treaty in 1856). Forof the land, and when Congress attempts to mal declarations were historically only required
usurp powers granted to the president, its mem- when a state was initiating an aggressive war,
bers betray their oath of office. In certain cases, which today is unlawful.
such as the War Powers Resolution and the ForSection 1811 of the FISh statute recognizes
eign Intelligence Surveillance Act, it might well that during a period of authorized war the presihave crossed that line.
dent must have some authority to engage in
Keep in mind that while the Carter adminis- electronic surveillance "without a court order."
tration asked Congress to enact the FISh statute The question is whether Congress had the power
in 1978, Attorney General Griffin Bell empha- to limit such authorizations to a 15-day period,
which I think highly doubtful. It would be akin to
Congress telling the president during wartime
Privacy
that he could attack a particular enemy strongat any price?
hold for a maximum of 15 days.
]
America is at war with a dangerous enemy.
sized that the law "does not take away the power Since 9/11, the president, our intelligence serof the president under the Constitution." And in vices and our military forces have done a truly
1994, when the Clinton administration invited extraordinary job-taking the war to our enemies
Congress to expand FISh to cover physical as and keeping them from conducting a single atwell as electronic searches, the associate attor- tack within this country (so far). But we are still
ney general testified: "Our seeking legislation in very much at risk, and those who seek partisan
no way should suggest that we do not believe we political advantage by portraying efforts to monihave inherent authority" under the Constitution. tor communications between suspected foreign
terrorists and (often unknown) Americans as be"We do," she concluded.
I’m not saying that what the president autho- ing akin to Nixon’s "enemies lists" are serving
rized was unquestionably lawful. The Supreme neither their party nor their country. The leakers
Court in the 1972 "Keith case" held that a war- of this sensitive national security activity and
rant was required for national security wiretaps their Capitol Hill supporters seem determined to
involving purely domestic targets, but ex- guarantee ai Qaeda a secure communications
pressly distinguished the case [rom one ino channel into this country so long as they rememvoiving wiretapping "foreign powers" or ber to include one sympathetic permanent resitheir agents in this country: In the 1980 dent alien not previously identified by NSA or the
Truong case, the Fourth U.S. Circuit FBI as a foreign agent on their distribution list.
Ultimately, as the courts have noted, the test
is whether the legitimate government interest
involved-in this instance, discovering and preventing new terrorist attacks that may endanger
of thousands of American lives-outweighs
Court of Appeals upheld the warrantless tens
the privacy interests of individuals who are comsurveillance of a foreign power, its municating with al Qaeda terrorists. And just as
agent or collaborators (including U.S. those of us who fly on airplanes have accepted
citizens) when the "primary purpose" o~ intrusive government searches of our luggage
the intercepts was for "Ioreign intelligence" and person without the slightest showing of probrather than law enforcement purposes. Every able cause, those of us who communicate (knowcourt of appeals that has considered the issue ingly or otherwise) with foreign terrorists will
has upheld an inherent presidential power to have to accept the fact that Uncle Sam may be
conduct warrantless foreign intelligence listening.
searches; and in 2002 the U.S. Foreign IntelliOur Constitution is the supreme law, and it
gence Surveillance Court of Review, created by
the FISh statute, accepted that "the president cannot be amended by a simple statute like the
does have that authority" and noted "FISh could FISh law. Every modern president and every
of appeals that has considered this issue
not encroach on the president’s constitutional court
has upheld the independent power of the presipower."
dent to collect foreign intelligence without a warFor constitutional purposes, the joint resolu- rant. The Supreme Court may ultimately clarify
tion passed with but a single dissenting vote by the competing claims; but until then, the presiCongress on Sept. 14, 2001, was the equivalent of dent is right to continue monitoring the commua formal declaration of war. The Supreme Court nications of our nation’s declared enemies, even
held in 1800 (Bas v. Tingy), and again in 1801 when they elect to communicate with people
(Talbot v. Seamen), that Congress could formally within our country.
authorize war by joint resolution without passing a formal declaration of war; and in the
Mr. Turner, co-founder of the Center for Napost-U.N. Charter era no state has issued a for- tional Security Law at the University of Virginia
mal declaration of war. Such declarations, in School of Law, served as counsel to the Presifact, have become as much an anachronism as dent’s Intelligence Oversight Board, 1982-84.
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Investigate the CIA
¯ Third: When he returned from Niger, Mr.
Wilson was not required to write a report, but
In a surprise, closed-door debate, Senate Dem- rather merely to provide an oral briefing. That
ocrats demanded an investigation of pre-Iraq War information was not sent to the White House. If
intelligence. Here’s an issue for them: Assess the this mission tq Niger were so important,
validity of the claim that Valerie Plame’s status wouldn’t a competent intelligence agency want a
was "covert," or even properly classified, given thoughtful written assessment from the "misthe wretched tradecraft by the Central Intelli- sionary," if for no other reason than to establish
gence Agency throughout the entire episode. It a record to refute any subsequent misrepresentawas, after all, the CIA that requested the "leak"
investigation, alleging that one of its agents had
been outed in Bob Novak’s July 14, 2003, column.
Yet it was the CIA’s bizarre conduct that led
inexorably to Ms. Plame’s unveiling.
When the Intelligence Identifies Protection Act
was being negotiated, Senate Select Committee
Chairman Barry Goldwat~r was adamant: If the
CIA desired a law making it illegal to expose one of
its deep cover employees, then the agency must do
a much better job of protecting their cove~. That is
why a criterion for any prosecution under the act is
that the government was taking "affirmative measures" to conceal the protected person’s relationship to the intelligence agency. Two decades later,
the CIA, either purposely or with gross negliHow vanity fares: Ms. Plame and Mr. Wilson
gence, made a series of decisions that led to Ms.
Plame becoming a household name.
tion of that assessment? Because it was the vice
¯ First: The CIA sent her husband, former Am- president who initially inquired about Niger and
bassador Joseph Wilson, to Niger on a .sensitive the yellowcake (although he had nothing to do
mission regarding WMD. He was to determine with Mr. Wilson being sent), it is curious that
whether Iraq had attempted to purchase yellow- neither his office nor the p~esident’s were privy
cake; an essential ingredient for nonconventional
weapons. However, it was Ms. Plame, not Mr. Wil- to the fruits of Mr. Wilson’s oral report.
son, who was the WMD expert. Moreover, Mr. Wil¯ Fourth: Although Mr. Wilson did not have
son had no intelligence background, was never a to write even one word for the agency that sent
senior person in Niger when he was in the State him on the mission at taxpayer’s expense, over a
Department, and was opposed_ to the administra- year later he was permitted to tell all about this
tion’s Iraq policy. The assignment was given, ac- sensitive assignment in the New York Times.
cording to the Senate Intelligence Committee, at For the rest of us, writing about such an assignMs. Plame’s suggestion.
ment would’mean we’d have to bring our pro¯ Second: Mr. Wilson was not required to sign POSed op-ed before the CIA’s Prepublication Rea confidentiality agreement, a mandatory act for view Board and spend countless hours arguing
the rest of us who either carry out any similar over every word to be published. Congressional
CIA assignment or who represent CIA clients.
oversight committees should want to know who
By Victoria Toensing

at the CIA permitted the publication of the article, which, it has been reported, did not jibe with
the thrust of Mr. Wilson’s oral briefing. For starters, if the piece had been properly vetted at the
CIA, someone should have known that the
agency never briefed the vice president on the
trip, as claimed by Mr. Wilson in his op-ed.
¯ Fifth: More important than the inaccuracies
is the fact that, if the CIA truly, truly, truly had
wanted Ms. Plame’s identity to be secret, it never
would have permitted her spouse to write the
op-ed. Did no one at Langley think that her identity could be compromised if her spouse wrote a
piece discussing a foreign mission about a volatile
political issue that focused on her expertise? The
obvious question a sophisticated journalist such
as Mr. Novak asked after "Why did the CIA send
Wilson?" was "Who is Wilson?" After being told by
a still-unnamed administration source that. Mr.
Wilson’s "wife" suggested him for. theassignment, Mr. Novak went to Who’s Who, which reveals "Valerie Plame" as Mr. Wilson’s spouse.
¯ Sixth: CIA incompetence did not end there.
When Mr. Novak called the agency to verify Ms.
Plame’s employment, it not only did so, but
failed to go beyond the perfunctory request not
to publish. Every experienced Washington journalist knows that when the CIA really does not
want something public, the[e are serious requests from the top, usually the director. Only
the press office talked to Mr. Novak.
¯ Seventh: Although high-ranking Justice Department officials are prohibited from political activity, the CIA had no problem permitting its deep
cover or classified employee from making political
contributions under .the name "Wilson, Valerie
E.," information publicly available at the FEC.
The CIA conduct in this matter is either a
brilliant covert action against the White House "
or inept intelligence tradecraft. It is up to Congress to decide which.
Ms. Toensing, a Washington lawyer, is a
former chief counsel for the Senate Intelligence
Committee and former deputy assistant attorney
general in the Reagan administration.

Libbg’s Lawgers to Use Subpoenas
To Prepare Defense in Leak Case
By ANNE M~t~ SQUEO

WASHINGTON-Attorneys for former
vice-presidential aide I. Lewis Libby told
a judge Friday that
they plan _to subpoena journalists,
news organizations
and possibly federalagencies for
documents and
other information
necessary for trial.
In a court filing
made jointly with
federal prosecutors,
Mr. Libby’s attorneys provided some
of the first clues of
I..Lewis Libby
his defense. The
former chief of staff to Vice President
Dick Cheney was indicted in October on
five counts of lying to federal investigators and obstructing justice during a
probe into whether administration officials publicly disclosed the identity of Uentral Intelligence Agency operative Valerie
Plame in retaliation for her husband’s
public criticism of the war in fraq.

In particular, attorneys said they
planned to seek information from the government about reporters’ knowledge of
Ms. Plame’s employment at the CIA from
¯ sources other than Mr. Libby, as well as
information about her CIA-job and
¯ whether it was: in fact, classified. There
has been much speculation about Ms.
Plame’s status at the CIA at the time of
the alleged leak in mid-2003 and whether
she was still operating as a covert agent.
Federal law prohibits intentional disclosure of an undercover agent’s identity.
While Mr. Libby wasn’t charged with
leaking Ms. Plame’s identity specifically,
Special Counsel Patrick Fitzgerald, in announcing the .charges, said he was the
first administration official to discuss
her identity with a member of the press.
Since then, however, Washington Post Assistant Managing Editor Bob Woodward
disclosed that hehad earlier learned of
Ms. Plame’s identity from an unidentified administration official.
Mr..Libby’s attorneys said they anticipate resistance by some they plan,to subpoena and the possibility that the process
could lead to litigation and appeals. A
status, hearing has been set for Feb. 3.
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